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     Bribie and Beachmere U3A centres are currently closed due to the coronavirus.  
Check on the websites:  www.u3abribie.org.au for Bribie 

and u3a@bang.org.au for Beachmere updates. 

 

Responses from members:  
‘Now, with a bit more freedom, I am enjoying… 

‘Seeing my one year old granddaughter again.  Before the lockdown, she was still a baby but now she’s walking.’  Jan W 
 

‘The slowing down and not having to dash around in the mornings.  And listening to the political tussles over our closed    
 border with NSW!     Bernie 
 

‘The raising of the travel rule, the opening of National Parks and the freedom to think about where we can go!’Col 
 

‘We can go out, enjoy coffee in the park, rediscover drives to Donneybrook and Toorbul and elsewhere.       Sandi 

President’s report 
 

Hello Everybody, 
 

I hope this newsletter finds you all safe and well.  I can hardly believe that it was on the 16th of March that 
we decided to close the U3A because of the threat of the pandemic.  You may recall that at that time the 
management committee advised that the community centre would be closed for the remainder of term 1 
and for term 2. 
 

Since that time we have closely followed the pronouncements from both the State and the Federal      
governments, as well as Queensland Health.  Although some of the restrictions imposed by the            
authorities are being relaxed, the committee is mindful that the membership of U3A  consists mainly of 
people in the most vulnerable sector of the population and as a consequence we will be following the   
advice of  Queensland Health, in particular how and when we commence normal operations. 
 

At a recent management meeting it was decided that U3A would remain closed for ordinary operations for 
term 3.  We did not feel we had sufficient information to make any pronouncements yet on the viability of 
term 4 so have set that decision aside until we have better knowledge of the course of the virus.  
 In      addition, a decision has been made by the U3A Players that the usual annual Drama and Art exhi-
bition will not be held in 2020 but expect to be back in full swing in 2021.  Similarly theatre visits for 2020 
have been cancelled and a program for 2021 will be advertised as soon as production details are known. 
 
I realise that for many, these decisions may be disappointing and upsetting but the committee’s chief   
responsibility is to protect the health and safety of our members.  For your information the proposed  
maintenance to the hall by the Council is taking place during June and July.  Access to U3A in this period 
will be limited.  U3A recently successfully applied for a grant from the Council to increase the solar energy 
capacity of the building. Hopefully this work will be carried out during the shutdown. 
 

Some of our tutors are meeting folk on line or at a distance.  The program team have furnished these   
tutors with contact lists and other information to facilitate any gatherings. Tutors will be communicating 
directly with members.  I have been in contact with many of the other U3As in Queensland and find that 
all are treating this situation in exactly the same way as Bribie.  All have suspended operations for varying 
lengths of time, many are offering online courses and all are treating the situation with the utmost caution. 
 

We will continue to produce a monthly newsletter to keep in touch and welcome your contributions. We 
are interested to hear how folk are getting on under these trying circumstances but offerings do not have 
to be concerned only with life in lockdown. 
 

I hope in the next newsletter I have better news for you all, but in the meantime, please keep safe and 
take care. 
                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                    Greg Sibthorpe     President. 

http://www.u3abribie.org.au


The Art of Scribble! 
 

I hope many of our members tried the art project last time. I would love to see some of the results.  Here we are again with 
yet another way to have some fun with simple art.  This one involves a lot of scribble.  Yes - scribble!  

My impression of a sunset is nothing more than backwards and forwards movement with colored pencils. 

Here is how to go about it - as easy as 1, 2, 3. 

1. First with a brown pencil draw a line across the page for the bottom of the 
hills in the background.  Then do some side to side strokes to build the hills.  
Light pressure with the side of the pencil is the way to go.  Once you have the 
hills, do the same at the bottom of the page for the grass in the foreground.  
Yes, still using the brown.   Now with two different shades of green, go over 
the brown still using the side to side motion. 

2. Now for the sky you add the colors of the sunset first.  I used yellow, or-
ange, purple and red. Same motion - side to side.  Once you have that, you add 
the blue - you need two shades, light and dark.  Your sky should be a little 
darker at the top of the page.  Then grab a tissue, fold it over a few times and 
rub it side to side on the colors.  This blends the colors and softens them a    
little. 

3. Water next - keep the blues in hand because you do that first for the water 
which is darker near the hills.  Remember we are still going side to side. Y es - still scribbling!  Once you have the water 
done, you add the dash of the sky colours for the reflection of the sunset more colour closer to the foreground.  There, you 
have a simple sunset. 

OK - sit back and enjoy your sunset. 

Remember - the aim is fun, while staying safe.  

If you are sitting with friends and enjoying the sunset, both, including art, always looks better with a little distancing! 
 

Extra challenge: we are encouraging members to share their activities, so why not email your art to  
Third Age@bribieu3a.com.au  (by 22nd. June for next edition) and mark ‘Attention Kay’ 

                                                    and we can include some in the next newsletter.                                            
                                                                                                                                                                        Kay Taaffe 

Sporting’s new normal! 
  

‘The New Normal,’ a phrase coined to suggest that in the 
future differences from the past are to be expected and     
accepted as normal.  Apparently, the media believe the   
general population can hardly wait for sports’ return.  ‘Old 
Normal’ will not be happening for some time, so I have 
been pondering what sport may look like in the near future. 
  

How are we going to run our beloved contact sports? The 
NRL claim to have convinced QLD and NSW governments 
that they have developed a quality health and Covid safe 
regime for its players, but who can trust them?  We have 
already seen several boofheads breaking the most basic 
rules and some even managed to get the rules changed.   
So for social distancing on the field, maybe players should 
wear a hula hoop attached to braces to ensure 1.5 metre sep-
aration.  The rules will be changed to penalise players com-
ing into contact and reward players for avoiding others.  
Recently, the International Cricket Association banned  
players using saliva to shine their balls. Is that on the     
playing field or in the sheds? 
  

Of course there won’t be any crowds at any sports in the 
near future, so that vital link between players and the crowd 
will be lost.  I think it may result in players concentrating 
more on playing rather than grandstanding.  Soccer players 
will have to develop some other skill to attract the attention 
of referees rather than the over used ‘dive’ or the 
‘Hollywood’ where a sudden apparent serious leg injury can 
be cured by a look of puzzlement when the crowd and the 
ref. take no notice.  All that hugging and kissing when a 
goal is scored will have to stop. A careful click of elbows 
will have to satisfy the exhilaration of getting that massive 

bonus for scoring a goal. 
  

Most athletics’ events would not need adjusting as most 
events are individual, although maybe traffic cones would 
need to be placed between lanes to ensure social distancing. 
The changeover section of the track for relay races will need 
to be lengthened, as the baton would need to be carefully 
sanitised before being passed to the next runner (unless the 
runners were members of the same family). Perhaps that’s 
the future of relay teams; all siblings! 
  

What about professional boxing though?  Those slow      
motion shots when a guy gets a fistful of leather in the 
chops always shows a great spray of  body fluids, must be 
very dangerous for opponents.  A solution is to place a wall 
of plexiglass diagonally across the ring behind which boxers 
can safely pound away at each other.  Some sort of sliding 
door arrangement would be needed, so the ref. can properly 
adjudicate in both halves of the ring.  I think the hardest hit 
will be sumo wrestling. Maybe at the strutting stage before 
the contest, chaps could throw Dettol or bleach over their 
shoulders rather than salt. The referees will have to swap to 
the PPE gear that front line medicos have to wear. Some-
how a plastic gown does not look as spectacular as a beauti-
fully woven silk outfit. 
  

Throughout these troubled times horse racing has continued.  
Presumably horses don’t get the virus and they are quite big, 
sort of 1.5 metres wide at least, maybe that’s a solution, all 
sports to be carried out on horseback!   

The ‘new normal’ in sport sounds a bit bizarre to me.                                                                                             

                                                                  

                                                            Greg Sibthorpe 
  



Bribie quiz from last newsletter 
1. First Bribie Jetty: 1912                          2. Brisbane name: Edenglassie                      3. Bribie mains electricity: 1953                         
4. No. of bird species: 270                        5. Named Morton (or Moreton as it became) Bay: James Cook              
6. Bribie Adult pop. 108                           7. Bribie Church : most easterly Catholic Church in Aus.                    
8. WW2 defences: Forts Bribie & Skirmish        9.Cars over bridge first year: 194,921              10. Bridge toll lasted : 12yrs  

Handy Hints 
   Bribie U3A Third Age newsletter now has an email!  So to send entries for competitions, information you might like to             
     have included in the newsletter, requests and comments, please use this address: 
                                                                  ThirdAge@bribieu3a.com.au 
  An additional aim for the newsletter editors currently is keeping in touch via remote systems! and so relaying             
    information about what members are doing is a key process - so keep information coming.  We rely on you telling us! 
  If you are sending information via the newsletter email, it helps if:   
   A) you do not use PDF format, as the editorial team often have to alter articles for space requirements and sometimes    
        edit, so our information is consistent throughout the newsletter and current U3A polices and processes.  If alterations    
        are needed during the editing process, the final version is sent to the author for consultation and confirmation before    
        printing.  
   B) for competition entries, write in the subject or message part of the email, the name of the person to receive the entry:    
        in this article for example - art to Kay T, photograph competition to Jan W, and Ann J for journal extracts.      Ann B. 

 

 

 

Art Unlimited 

When the crunch came and U3A closed it's doors, class members were presented with a 
dilemma.  What were we going to do to get our weekly jollies?  Following many phone 
calls, the suggestion of going online was adopted.  Retribution will follow when that 
person is identified.  Now consider, some class members have computers, some tablets, 
some phones, some iPads and the list goes on.  Not easy - well, really a nightmare.  I'm 
no expert but I know enough about the pitfalls.  What I was trying to do was find a way 
to convert and standardise all the formats so that pictures could be exchanged and 
opened easily. This being the blind leading the blind.  We lost a couple along the way 
who found it too time consuming and frustrating.  However, we are at where we are and 
it has been certainly a pleasant distraction. 
 

The endeavour started with the challenge of attempting a self portrait.  Some of the     
results are provided here and others filed for future extortion demands.  Next was a   
turtle, then posters extending to street art - on a large scale, graffiti etc, certainly       
arrestable offences possible.  Chaos descended upon the participants, cartoon           
characters, impossible art tasks, art videos, random email jokes and one liners and     
hurtful comments directed at me.  No respect shown to Mister Rollmarker at all.  In  
other words it was the Art Unlimited classroom antics without the class room.  Just a 
bunch of  wonderful people pursuing their passion even though it was a bit of a      
struggle.  Oh, and what great artists - must not forget that!  Judge for yourself.  The 
rough line drawing is a self portrait of me driving my computer like a drunken demon.   
Didn't have time for much else.  Morning naps, afternoon naps, 40 winks here and 
there, these temperamental artists are so demanding.                             Cheers, Ross.                                                                                                                              

  

 



More Positive Moves - for keeping the mind active - 
 

There will come a time in many of our grandchildren’s lives when they will want to know how 
their grandparents coped during the Covid 19 global pandemic that rocked the world.  So join the 
historians, put your thoughts down in a daily journal:  how you are managing the isolation, the 
social distancing and restrictions placed to flatten the curve, how you are feeling, how it is affect-
ing your mental and physical health and what you are doing to lessen the stress and keep your equilibriums equal. 
 

Scientific studies have proven that meditation and keeping a diary are trademarks of today’s self-care movement.  While 
meditation has been used for some time, studies have proved that journaling is also a valuable tool for improving the 
memory, developing good communication skills, improving alertness and giving the individual a greater sense of  
self-confidence.  It also boosts the immune system and unlocks and engages the right brain creativity. 
If you are still looking for productive activities to do during you confinement, spend some time trying out the  
journaling theory to better health, write yourself into the history books and leave your grandkids a great legacy. 
 

Perhaps you would like to share one of your more exciting, weird, funny or worst days with us in a short paragraph, 
say no more than 200 words.  Email to ThirdAge@bribieu3a.com.au  and mark ‘Attention Ann’ by 22nd. June for the 
next newsletter or possible future publications.                                                                                               Ann Jones                                                                   

Getting Physical:                           Chair stretches - remember to use a stable and sturdy chair! 

 

 

SQUATS:  This stretch will help maintain flexibility of your  thigh muscles.  Thigh muscles, when 
stiff, create problems for us getting up from our chair or out of the car! 
Stand behind a chair, with your arms straight and hands resting on the top of the back of the chair.  Feet are 
flat on the floor and hip-width apart – level with the legs of the chair.  Feet are turned out about 10 degrees 
so that when you squat, your knee will be positioned above your 2nd toe.  It is important to check this so 
that you do not hurt your knees!  
Move your hands down the side of the back of the chair and bend your knees, keeping your back straight, 
looking straight ahead and pushing out your bottom – SLOWLY!    

                         Come back up again, SLOWLY!  Repeat.   
Only complete 5 squats on the first few days, but over a  couple of  weeks, extend to 10 squats. 

                          
                                                         Sitting Chair Stretches 

 
 

Sit on your chair so your back is NOT leaning against the back of the chair.  Feet flat on the floor.  Hold 

onto the side of the chair with your right hand and stretch your left arm straight up toward the ceiling; the 

inside of your left elbow is close to your left ear.  Bend towards your right side, bending the elbow of 

your right arm and maintaining the hold on the chair.   

Left arm stays close to your head, eyes looking forward.  Bend from the waist, hold for 2 slow breaths, 

then lower the left hand to hold the side of the chair and extend the right arm toward the ceiling. …… 

Repeat twice on each side to start with, extending to 5 times over a couple of weeks.                      

                                                                                                                                      Leonie Timmerman 

NOTE:  You should feel a stretch activating your muscles, but you should NOT feel any pain.  If it hurts  – STOP! 
Concentrate on your body and be aware of what your body is feeling.  ONLY DO what your body wants you to do! 

This stretches the intercostal muscles between our ribs; enabling lungs to expand and helping us to breathe better.  
NOTE:  If you have shoulder problems be very careful - either modify or even avoid this stretch! 

 

Catch ups: Coronacation movies            
From the makers of the brilliant Prisoners of War (Homeland), is an equally gripping drama series: 
False Flag.  Season 1 of 8 episodes available now at SBS On Demand.  This time we have sev-
eral individuals from different backgrounds accused of kidnapping the Iranian Defence Minister in 
Moscow.  Each one seems incapable, and unlikely to be involved, but with each episode, you begin 
to doubt their innocence and believe they may be involved.  Brilliant writing, excellent acting - it's hard to find any faults 
with this series.  I thought this was one of the best shows I've watched in a long time.  10 out of 10.  The characters are 
well drawn out and each episode brought a new twist. I never knew for sure who was who.  I loved the complexity of the 
story and the characters are great.  It takes great       patience not to binge and to wait eagerly for the next episode, even if 
only for one day.  Keep well, Colin Hodges                                                                                                                             
 

Pilates:  Sharon Sprenger, U3A tutor for Pilates, has been running online classes 

and although these are not continuing at the moment, you might like to 

check some of the sessions out and try them by accessing:     

                Facebook.com/shapeupatcrestpark/    

    As always: start gently and if anything causes pain: Stop!.                                                         

                                                                          Sharon 



          U3A Writing competition: ‘Life in isolation’  
           and the winner is Hazel Beneke.       

 

            Congratulations and thanks to everybody who entered our mini competition,  
particularly Peta, Hazel, Leonie, Bev and Anne.  

 

Hazel’s winning entry about ‘Life in Isolation’ is published below: 
 

 
Click Goes the Zip-Lock 

 

Down on the wharf, wearing a mask,    
Stands a grim medico, intent on his task. 

Here comes a passenger, home from overseas, 
                                 But it’s fourteen days in quarantine, to reign in this disease. 

 
Up goes the swab, into nostrils flaring wide, 
Back into its test tube, safe and snug inside. 

To send it off for testing, he hands it to the nurse,  
Then grabs another nasal swab, while muttering a curse. 

 

Click goes the zip-lock. Click, click, click. 
Little bags for testing pile up pretty quick.  

The doctor looks around and is shocked to see the queue: 
Hundreds social distancing, from here to Uluru. 

 

Out on the street, next to Centrelink 
Is a long line of youngsters whose jobs are on the blink, 

Staring at their mobiles, standing yards apart, 
Wond’ring how they’ll stay alive until the payments start. 

 

Swipe goes their fingers; swipe, swipe, swipe.  
Hoping for a message, or slowing down to type.  

When they lift their eyes up, they’re shocked to see the queue:  
Hundreds, social distancing from here to Uluru. 

 

Outside the supermarket, waiting shoppers stand; 
Inside they’re grabbing everything at hand.  

Rice and pasta disappear, and toilet paper too. 
Careful what you eat tonight, in case you need the loo! 

 

Tap go the credit cards, tap, tap, tap. 
For bags full of pizzas, and other fatt’ning crap. 

Heave your trolley to the car, avoid the waiting queue 
Of hundreds social distancing from here to Uluru. 

 

Yes, we’re all social distancing from here to Uluru                                             
                                                      
                                                             

                                                                 Hazel Beneke  

                           

                  The next mini competition:  Photography 

                    Take a photo of something interesting in your backyard  
                            and email it to ThirdAge@bribieu3a.com.au  
                                            by Friday, 22nd. June  

                                                             and mark  ‘Attention: Jan’ 
                                                              

                                    Just a simple jpg please.  
      The winner will be announced in the next newsletter, with the winning photo 
                   

                              So get your camera ready and set your creative spirit free! 

I’m a black  
Panther!!!! 

mailto:ThirdAge@bribieu3a.com.au


Word game 
How many words of 4 or more 
letters can you make? 
Each letter can be used only once 
per word and must contain the 
central letter.   
Plus one 9 letter word. 

T E A 

C R R 

U E P 

Sudoku; by logic and letters, A to I, 
fill in each square, using each letter 
only once in each column, row and 
3x3 square.  

  F  G    H 

D H  F I   E  

B        C 

 I   F  C  G 

    D     

F  G  H   B  

H        F 

 C   B F  D E 

G    A  I   

First person to sit 
down with her ‘take 

away’ fish and chips! 

  I feel I’m going round the bend – just don’t know which corner to take anymore!  

D T R N 

R C I A 

A D M K 

A E H G 

Hidden in the grid is the 
name of a U3A Class.  
Starting at the shaded box 
move from letter to letter 
to find what it is.  You can 
use each letter only once 
and each letter must be 
touching.  All 16 letters 
need to be included! 

 
Around the block! 

Word wit 
Find nine answers using  
letters WTF from left to right 
Sorcery (10) = witchcraft 
Cascade (9) 
Navel rank (7,7) 
Prodigal (8) 
Vigilant (8) 
Melancholy (7) 
Yarn (4,3,3) 
Yield sign (5,4) 

Early ‘out and about’ happenings! 

‘Ok, so who wants to go 
for a walk?’ 

 

Many thanks to the text, pictures, games and specially the joke creators and suppliers. 
 We really appreciate your efforts to provide positive vibes.  

Want to access more?  Great news - most newspapers and magazines have extended their     
                    range to keep us challenged and entertained.              Ann 

How to enter Zoom! 

1. Google Zoom and download Zoom using https://zoom.us/download  

2. Joining a group: If you are invited to a meeting, you will get an email with an invite link.  It will look  

something like this:   Join Zoom Meeting  

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/71090860269?pwd=STdPWTI4Wnpmc0VtcW9sWXVheWZQUT09 

Meeting ID: 710 9086 0269  

Password: 1GaaGh  (You will only have to key in the meeting number and password!) 

3. The person running the meeting will “accept” you into the meeting. This may take a few minutes depending 
on how many folk are in the meeting.  Make sure your audio and video are on. 
 

4. Setting up a group: If you want to set up a meeting, open Zoom and click on New Meeting. In the 
Menu at the bottom of the screen click on Manage participants to INVITE someone to the meeting.  Follow 
the prompts to send an email out to all your invitees.  When someone clicks on the meeting link, you will get a 
message to let them into the meeting. 
 

5. The “chat” function allows participants to write comments to each other live (so if people are having  

technical issues often they can be resolved using this feature). 

Good zooming!                                                                                                                    Joan and Greg 

https://zoom.us/download

